
Internal georgian bar system

georgia 3000

georginia



georgia 3000
is a thin-lined, extruded bars system of the thickness of 0,6 mm

Advantages:

 reduced weight (competitive with the 
aluminum strip bars)

 excellent structural rigidity – no more bar 
cibrations within the glasspane



8 x 10 mm                26 x 8 mm                           

18 x 8 mm                45 x 8 mm

Sizes:

georgia 3000
is a thin-lined, extruded bars system of the thickness of 0,6 mm



The bars could be:
powder coated in colour options:
- white
- brown
- a colour of choice from the RAL palette

veneer woodlike foil:
- oak: gold, ligh, dark
- mahogany
- douglas

georgia 3000
is a thin-lined, extruded bars system of the thickness of 0,6 mm



milled join

System of milled bars:

georgia 3000
is a thin-lined, extruded bars system of the thickness of 0,6 mm

The way of bars jointing most 
often applied, providing proper 
stiffness and aesthetics. It 
perfectly imitates window 
division, precisely reflects the 
joints applied in wooden 
fenestration.



georginia
stable system of 8 mm georgian bars

The georgian bar georginia is based on 
two different diameters. The vertical 
profile is used without cutting and 
stands for stability of the georgian bar 
cross. Due to the thinner diameter of the 
horizontical bar, the cross section is not 
visible and need not to be covered by 
decor pieces.



georginia
stable system of 8 mm georgian bars

Advantages:

 eliminates the necessity of the
masking cover application

 limits the risk of “noise” made by 
the muntin grid in the window

 increases the construction stability
 decreases the glass manufacturing

costs – a simpler construction.
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